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This book sets out to explain the workings of the Drupal theme framework, and how you can use it effectively. The goal of this book is to explain basic principles, demonstrate practical solutions to common problems, and create a reference for theming.

The book begins with an overview of the theme system and an explanation of what is included in the default Drupal distro. We next look at how you can squeeze the most out of the default system. The middle chapters discuss PHPTemplate and introduce using themeable functions and manipulating the Drupal style sheets. To illustrate the principles, we take a common theme and modify it. In the final chapters, we delve into creating themes from scratch and more advanced issues, like forms.

For purposes of this text, we focus on the theme engine included in the default distro—PHPTemplate. Similarly, we only touch on creating themes in pure PHP, without the use of a theme engine.

This book is all about controlling the presentation layer of your Drupal site; accordingly, we do not cover creating new modules, or writing custom functionality.

The author of this text comes from a design background and has only basic programming skills. The explanations given, and the rational for many of the choices, reflect the author's background. In that light, this book may not always satisfy hardcore programmers who expect the technical issues to be explained in detail. It should, however, make the life of many designers a little easier and hopefully, with the reference materials we've included, find a lasting home on the shelves of many Drupal developers.
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The Extracted MBA: A Topical Reference for the Contemporary MBAUniversal Publishers, 2000
The Extracted MBA represents the culmination of a decade's worth of undergraduate and graduate study, as well my practical management experiences, both in my work and in the courses I teach. Upon being awarded my MBA in 1998, I searched for a book that could concisely provide a reference, a recap if you will, of what I had learned in my years of...
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Principles and Practice of Palliative Care and Supportive Oncology (Visual Mnemonics)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		The first truly interdisciplinary book on supportive oncology and palliative care returns with a new edition that serves as a practical guide to the management of the myriad symptoms and quality-of-life issues that occur in patients with cancer—including newly diagnosed patients, patients undergoing treatment, cancer survivors,...
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Java the UML WayJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
This textbook was designed for higher education in technological fields where Java and object-orientation form the basis of programming education. This book covers both basic and more advanced programming.

The book assumes a general familiarity with computers, operating systems, and the most common tools (such as, for example, word...
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KD: Kevin Durant's Relentless Pursuit to Be the GreatestAtria Books, 2019

	Golden State Warriors insider and bestselling author Marcus Thompson delivers the definitive biography of one of the most extraordinary basketball players in NBA history—Kevin Durant. 

	

	The NBA has never seen a player quite like Kevin Durant. Larry Bird wasn’t as quick, Magic Johnson didn’t have such...
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Current Controversies in Philosophy of ReligionRoutledge, 2019

	
		While orthodox religion by its very nature is conservative, philosophy at its best is inherently radical. It challenges authority, tradition, and the whole idea of "dogma." For this reason, philosophy of religion can be explosively controversial. It is bound to disturb those who peddle incontrovertible truth and fascinate...
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Modern Database Management (10th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2010


	This text is designed to be used with an introductory course in database management.

	Such a course is usually required as part of an information systems curriculum in

	business schools, computer technology programs, and applied computer science

	departments. The Association for Information Systems (AIS), the Association for...
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